Doraemon 1990

This list of Doraemon films features both feature-length and short films based on the manga
and anime series Doraemon. Since , all of these films to date have been released by Toho. Toho
currently holds worldwide distribution and licensing rights for all of the films in the series. All
the original series films were directed by Tsutomu Shibayama. Shunsuke Kikuchi was the music
and composer of the movies from the year to , except the and movies, whose music was
composed by Senri Ohe. Kikuchi was followed by Katsumi Horii for the movies of the years The
music for the films from â€”17 are composed by Kan Sawada. Takayuki Hattori followed from
â€”present. These short films were usually shown alongside the feature-length movies above.
The specials were usually aired on TV and aren't included in the regular episode numbering.
The following short films have been shown or are being screened at the Fujiko F. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article. The Hollywood Reporter. April 6, Asahi
Shimbun. Retrieved 15 February Oricon News in Japanese. General Works. Retrieved 19
February Motion Picture Producers Association of Japan. Retrieved 17 February Box Office
Mojo. Retrieved May 1, Retrieved 18 February World Bank. Korean Film Council. The Numbers.
Oricon News. Retrieved June 21, Hochi Shimbun in Japanese. Retrieved September 9, March 17,
Retrieved 17 June Anime News Network. Retrieved 31 December Retrieved June 9, Doraemon
by Fujiko Fujio. Characters Doraemon Nobita Nobi. Robot School's Seven Mysteries Doraemon
Land game show Soundtrack albums Non-Japanese versions. Book Category. Categories : Lists
of films based on comics Lists of anime films Doraemon films Doraemon lists Doraemon short
films Shogakukan franchises Robot films. Hidden categories: Pages with non-numeric
formatnum arguments CS1 Japanese-language sources ja CS1 Korean-language sources ko
CS1 Chinese-language sources zh Webarchive template wayback links Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata Episode list using the default LineColor
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Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. The first full story in the
Doraemon manga series was published in January A pre-advertisement for the manga was
published in six different magazines in December It remains as the best-selling manga for
children and one of the best-selling manga in the world , and has sold over million copies as of
[update]. In July , Voyager Japan announced the manga would be released digitally in English
via the Amazon Kindle e-book service. The Foreign Ministry action confirms that Doraemon has
come to be considered a Japanese cultural icon. The film series is the largest by number of
admissions in Japan. Doraemon, a cat robot from the 22nd century, is sent to help Nobita Nobi ,
a young boy who scores poor grades and is frequently bullied by his two classmates, Takeshi
Goda nicknamed "Gian" and Suneo Honekawa Gian's sidekick. Nobita Nobi and Doraemon
develop a strong bond with each other. Doraemon is sent to take care of Nobita by Sewashi
Nobi, Nobita's future grandson, so that his descendants can get a better life. Doraemon has a
four-dimensional pouch in which he stores unexpected gadgets he uses to help Nobita. His
most important gadgets include- Bamboo-Copter, a small piece of headgear that can allow its
users to fly; Anywhere Door, a pink-colored door that allows people to travel according to the
thoughts of the person who turns the knob; Time Kerchief, a handkerchief that can turn an
object new or old or a person young or old; Translator Tool, a cuboid jelly that can allow people
to converse in any language across the universe; Designer, a camera that produces dresses;
and many more. Nobita's closest friend and love interest is Shizuka Minamoto , who eventually
becomes his wife in the future. Doraemon was originally conceived by Hiroshi Fujimoto
following a series of three events. When searching for ideas for a new manga, he wished a
machine existed that would come up with ideas for him, he tripped over his daughter's toy, and
heard cats fighting in his neighborhood. The name "Doraemon" can be translated roughly to
"stray. The work is mainly aimed at children, Fujiko chose to create the character with a simple
graphic style, based on basic geometric shapes such as circles and ellipses, to give Doraemon
a notch. Interesting and hilarious edge. The regular and continuous anime series makes it easy
for readers to understand the story. In addition, blue - a characteristic color of the main
character Doraemon has been chosen as the main color in magazine publications, which used
to have a yellow cover and red title. Fujiko completely avoided violence or pornography in the
manga, considering it inappropriate for the young readers. However, he incorporatd many
environmental issues with stories in which the main characters are involved in helping animals
or criticizing human misconduct. In December , the Doraemon manga appeared in six different
children's monthly magazines published by Shogakukan. The magazines were aimed at children
from nursery school to fourth grade. Shogakukan published a master works collection
consisting of twenty volumes between July 24, and September 25, On December 1, , a sixth
volume of Doraemon Plus was published. This was the first volume in eight years. The manga
has been published in English in print by Shogakukan Asia , using the same translation as the

manga available on Amazon Kindle. Unlike the Amazon Kindle releases these volumes are in
black and white instead of color. They have released four volumes. Shogakukan started digital
distribution of all forty-five original volumes throughout Japan from July 16, After a brief first
attempt at an animated series in by Nippon Television , Doraemon remained fairly exclusive in
manga form until when a newly formed animation studio, Shin-Ei Animation now owned by TV
Asahi produced an animated second attempt of Doraemon. The manga series is also aimed
towards children generally, hence why the manga has been published simultaneously onto
many children's magazines. Celebrating the anniversary of the franchise, a third Doraemon
animated series began airing on TV Asahi on April 15, , with new voice actors and staff, and
updated character designs. The English dub is produced by Bang Zoom! The broadcast offered
the choice of the English voice track or a newly recorded Japanese track by the Japanese cast
of the series. In , Toho released the first of a series of annual feature-length animated films
based on the lengthy special volumes published annually. Nobita and his friends have visited
the age of the dinosaurs , the far reaches of the galaxy , the depths of the ocean, and a world of
magic. There are 63 Japanese-only Doraemon video games, ranging from platformer games to
RPG games, beginning with the Emerson's Arcadia system. Yokai Daikessen!! As of [update] ,
more than million tankobon copies of the manga have been sold in Japan. The year series â€”
has sold a combined million tickets vs. The anime television series is available in over 30
countries. Even though the franchise had an immediate success selling over 40, copies, the
publishing house was brought under fire for publishing the comics without acquiring necessary
copyrights. Over the years the manga has seen a linear growth in sales, with over 40 to 50
million copies being sold in , a record-breaker in the country. The Doraemon franchise has had
numerous licensed merchandise. Doraemon was awarded the first Shogakukan Manga Award
for children's manga in In , it was awarded the first Osamu Tezuka Culture Award. Jason
Thompson praised the "silly situations" and "old fashioned, simple artwork", with Doraemon's
expression and comments adding to the "surrounding elementary-school mischief". On
September 3, , Doraemon was granted official residence in the city of Kawasaki, Kanagawa , one
hundred years before he was born. Doraemon has been blamed for having a negative impact of
children, due to the controversial traits of the characters in the anime. In , politicians and
activists argued for a ban of the anime in India and Pakistan , stating that it was polluting the
mind of children. A Fujiko F. Fujio museum opened in Kawasaki on September 3, , featuring
Doraemon as the star of the museum. As one of the oldest, continuously running icons,
Doraemon is a recognizable character in this contemporary generation. Nobita, the show's
protagonist, is a break from other characters typically portrayed as special or extraordinary, and
this portrayal has been seen as reasons of its appeal as well as the contrary, especially in the
United States. In late , Shogakukan and Toyota Motor Corporation joined forces to create a
series of live-action commercials as part of Toyota's ReBorn ad campaign. The commercial
depicted the characters nearly 20 years older, where Hollywood actor Jean Reno played
Doraemon. Doraemon appeared in the Summer Olympics closing ceremony to promote the
Summer Olympics in Tokyo. Politician Osamu Fujimura is known as the "Doraemon of
Nagatacho" due to his figure and warm personality. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Wikimedia Commons Wikiquote. Volume 1 of Doraemon. Comedy , [1] science fiction [2].
August 8, adverts January first full story published â€” June 23, Anime television series.
Doraemon anime Doraemon anime Doraemon anime. The Doraemons Dorabase. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Doraemon. Wikiquote has quotations related to: Doraemon. It's
the 11th Doraemon film. It starts with Nobita seeing a mysterious pink gas at his house. He
enters it and arrives at a planet where all animals that can talk. When he wakes up, he tells his
dream to his friends. But they do not believe him. When back home, he sees a flower which he
had taken from that planet. The night, Nobita goes to the bathroom and discovers the
mysterious pink gas for the second time. When he enters it, Nobita arrives at a forest. Without
thinking, Doraemon takes Nobita when that time has a strong wind. He says that his objective is
to meet with the animals. They use the bamboo copter to fly. They finally discovered a little dog
at the river with a raft that blown by the wind. Nobita helps it to the city that he told. There many
of people waiting for that little dog. Finally, the little dog meets with its father while that finally
revealed that the name of that dog was Chippo. Nobita invited for a tea party at Chippo's family
house. Chippo asked Nobita's house. He told from Tokyo, but Chippo didn't understand. But,
Nobita and Doraemon needs to go home. With bamboo copter, they fly back to the pink gas.
But, they found something strange. It was a moon that was very big; it was larger than what
usually seen from the earth. They finally discovered that this was a different planet. And it only
can be accessed from the pink gas. After Doraemon fixes the machine, they go in the pink gas.
After that, they realize they are back on earth. In the afternoon, Nobita hears from Gian that he is
listening mysterious voices. When he goes back to his home, he founds that the voices are

coming from the String less phone. Nobita tells Doraemon that he can use his gadget, but
Doraemon refuses. But Suneo wants to go with Gian. Gian comes and says that it became too
long to prepare for him. After they go, they found that Chippo was in grave danger. The
Nimuges had attacked their planet and captured Chippo's cousin, Romi-Chan. Doraemon gives
Nobita a gadget named "Lunar Luck", which works best on unlucky people, which he was
incredibly lucky as he is considered to be unlucky. Nobita Boarded the Star Ship and goes to
the Nimuges' planet. Nobita hits a nimuge and puts on his clothes. But the head realizes that
some spy was with them and orders them to be lined up to be checked for as spies. Before they
could reveal Nobita as the Spy, another Nimuge was revealed to be a spy working for the space
police force. Asked to escort him to the cell that Romi was held in, the police turns the tables
with the help of Nobita as Romi and Nobita escape just in time. The Nimuge then states their
intentions, that they are an offshoot of humans who had squandered their planet's resources
and resorted to scavenging to survive. One of the methods used to save what's left of nature
was by transferring the animals through the teleportation gas and making them sentient,
allowing them to create a new society that would respect nature. The remaining Nimuge
however desired to take the planet for themselves and has prepared an invasion fleet to take
and colonize the new land. Nobita and Doraemon prepares a defense against the invaders at the
dawn of the next day. Using the air cannons they were able to disable most of the ships and
forced them to land as Doraemon improvises when it their guns failed to penetrate the
environmental suits. Forced to retreat, the Nimuge commander orders a scorched earth attack
on the forest but another fleet of ships approaches from behind. To the relief of the animals and
Doraemon they are the Galactic police force who are trying to arrest these Nimuge true identity
is a secret organization Team Cockroach who was led by a young man whose family harbored
resentment towards the animals for living in paradise through the millennia. The Galactic police
force expresses their regret for their actions and their desire to make amends with the animal
planet. With the help of the Animal planet, they were able to head home back to Japan. He is a
humanoid dog from the animal planet. He is the Key Character of the Film. He was a good friend
of Nobita and Doraemon. They first met when he was caught on a storm and Nobita Saved Him.
He likes to do Adventure. She is the Cousin of Chippo. Through the movie, she was not
introduced to anyone except Nobita. She and Nobita are Good Friends. From Wikipedia, the free
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Release Poster. Masato Hirano. What comes to the end of war, unlimited development and
environmental destruction. Nobita and his friends came to the planet of the animals through the
mysterious pink gas. The dog boy "Chippo", who met there, is planning to explore the forbidden
forest in search of ancient artifacts. Jump to. Sections of this page. Accessibility Help. Email or
Phone Password Forgot account? Sign Up. Doraemon: Nobita and the Animal Planet Nobita and
the Animal Planet What comes to the end of war, unlimited development and environmental
destruction. Doraemon: Nobita and the Windmasters Adventure Kids. Doraemon: Nobita and the
Legend of the Sun King Doraemon: Nobita Drifts in the Universe Doraemon: Nobita and the
Spiral City Doraemon: Nobita and the Galaxy Super-express Doraemon: Nobita's Diary of the
Creation of the World Doraemon: Nobita's Three Visionary Swordsmen Doraemon: Nobita and
the Tin Labyrinth Related Pages See All. Doremon Cartoons. Doraemon India. Doreamon Lover.
Doraemon facts. Cartoon Rama. Animation movies. Animated Short Film. Larva Friend Film.
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Through the adventure in summer, a boy experiences meeting and parting with a friend. Votes:
Nobita requests of Doraemon the Moshimo-box and wishes for the world to become a place
where the use of magic is possible. Witchcraft replaces science and technology and everyone
makes use of it on their daily lives. A tiny alien president takes refuge in Nobitas home due to
an interstellar war. Doraemon and gang help him by thwarting the enemies. Nobita with

Doraemon and others fight a robot army to save earth for alien invasion. Nobita and his friends
go an adventure to save the future from monsters that come out from doraemon's gadget. Will
nobita be able to capture all of them and help a monk in his journey to the west? Nobita and his
friends ran away from home, went to Japan of a primitive era by Doraemon's time machine and
created their own paradise in there. However, there was the Spirit King Nobita and his friends
enjoyed playing in the Kingdam of Clouds which was made by Doraemon's tool. But before they
knew it, they wandered into the another clouds which extinct animals lived. A mysterious gate
rushed out of the trunk that was delivered to Nobita's house. Nobita and his friends pass
through the gate, see a very nice tin hotel. They enjoy skiing and swimming at Nobita has to
make a diary and record some multilevel process as a school project for holidays. He with the
help of Doraemon, creates a new world and embarks an adventurous journey with his friends.
Nobita and his friends come to the largest amusement park in the universe by the space ship
that is modeled on a locomotive. Although they play happily, they are attacked suddenly by
unknown aliens. Nobita and Doraemon got the small planet in a lottery. In which is blessed with
rich nature, they infuse with spirit into their toys by "Screw"of Doraemon's tool, and build
"Screw City". Nobita coaxes his friends to join him for a treasure hunt but an eerie event
transports them to the past. However, their hunt for treasure is not easy as they come
face-to-face with pirates. Doraemon and friends find themselves in an interstellar war where an
army based on the Galactic Empire is trying to take over Earth. Of course, our heroes joins
another army based on the Rebel Alliance to stop the antagonists. Unrated 93 min Animation,
Adventure, Comedy. Along the way they meet Dakidaki, a geeky girl who offers to help them
out. With the help of Doraemon and friends travels into another world via the time machine;
where humans and robots are living together. However they soon find out that the Empress of
Robot Kingdom was trying to Nobita find a Place for abandoned Cats and Dogs to live in 3
million year ago. PG min Animation, Adventure, Comedy. After bringing a fossilized egg back to
life with the Time Cloth, Nobita finds himself the owner of a baby dinosaur. Everything is fine
until it grows up. Nobita and friends use Doraemon's time machine to return it back to its own
time. When Nobita turned the world into a world with magic with the
what-if-telephone-booth-gadget, He and his world needed to defeat the threat that became
reality in this world. Nobita finds a small plant still in a container at an abandoned area and
decides to take it home. His mother asks him not to put it on their garden because it won't have
space to properly The twist of hyperspace had been brought about by an accident when
Nobita's room connected to Roppuru's spaceship door. Nobita who made friendship with
Roppuru helps him to cultivate the Doraemon, Nobita, and their Friends must aid Sophia to find
a legendary Sword that might bring peace once again to the Seas. Nobita and Doraemon find a
giant robot in pieces, which they later assemble and it turns out to be a destructive weapon. A
girl comes searching for the robot. Will Nobita and gang be able to save earth from imminent
invasion. Nobita and Doraemon use time tree Mochi and catches a big bird Moa, which has been
extinct for years ago. To protect extinct the animal, Nobita and Doramon go to Beremon Island
which is Nobita finds a stray dog and brings him home, little does hi knows that the dog is
actually a prince in his homeland, a world appart deep in the african 'Smokers Forest' were the
dogs Not Rated 95 min Animation, Comedy, Drama. Votes: 5, Nobita wishes to be a real hero.
Doraemon uses his gadget, the Burger Director to make them a real movie superhero. Aron saw
the five powers and abilities and asks them to help him save his Doraemon and friends trying to
save a boy name Kukuru and his tribe from Gigazombie who want to change history for his own
sake in the ancient times. Unable to endure the midsummer heat, Doraemon transports Nobita
and his friends to a huge iceberg floating in the South Pacific. While creating an amusement
parks with the secret tool " Nobita is the captain of a ship and fights his enemies on board.
Shizuka gets Nobita saw a moon turned yellow last night and told his class about it but they
think it's funny. Doraemon gives him the "History Explorers Club Badge" and discovers there's
life on the moon. Until a new student changed
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him forever. Nobita accidentally found a fossil dinosaur egg mixed with rocks in the dinosaur
fossil exhibition site that he had visited before. He returned it to its original state with the "Time
Not Rated 96 min Animation, Comedy, Drama. One day Nobita Nobi found a old stuffed bear
which his grandmother gave it to him. Nobita decided to go back in time to meet his
grandmother. Grandma accepts Nobita's belief that he is a Animation, Action, Adventure. One
day, Nobita picks a small rocket from which a small-sized humanoid alien Papi comes out. He
came from the planet named 'Pirika' to the Earth to escape from the anti-Ran-Ran-gun army of
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